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Summary

Known as Persia until 1935, Iran became an Islamic republic in 1979 after the ruling monarchy was overthrown and the shah was forced into
exile. Conservative clerical forces established a theocratic system of government with ultimate political authority vested in a learned religious
scholar referred to commonly as the Supreme Leader who, according to the constitution, is accountable only to the Assembly of Experts.
Iranian-US relations have been strained since a group of Iranian students seized the US Embassy in Tehran on 4 November 1979 and held it
until 20 January 1981. During 1980-88, Iran fought a bloody, indecisive war with Iraq that eventually expanded into the Persian Gulf and led
to clashes between US Navy and Iranian military forces between 1987 and 1988. Iran has been designated a state sponsor of terrorism for its
activities in Lebanon and elsewhere in the world and remains subject to US economic sanctions and export controls because of its continued
involvement. Following the election of the reformist Hojjat ol-Eslam Mohammad KHATAMI as president in 1997 and similarly a reformist
Majles (parliament) in 2000, a campaign to foster political reform in response to popular dissatisfaction was initiated. The movement
floundered as conservative politicians prevented reform measures from being enacted, increased repressive measures, and made electoral
gains against reformers. Starting with nationwide municipal elections in 2003 and continuing through Majles elections in 2004, conservatives
reestablished control over Iran's elected government institutions, which culminated with the August 2005 inauguration of an ultra-conservative
layman as president. (from CIA so going to be biased)

External Links
http://www.escapeartist.com/iran/iran.html

Interesting American in Iran Website (http://www.iranian.com/Sep95/American_Iran.html)

Travel Documents & Red Tape
Visas
http://travel.guardian.co.uk/article/2002/aug/12/userstraveladvice.iran

You can print off a visa application form from www.iran-embassy.org.uk. Take it plus two photographs, your passport and £43 to the Consular
Section of the Embassy at 50 Kensington Court, London W8 5DB, and you will get a tourist visa within about two weeks.

The process is simple and the staff are helpful. And you will find independent travel in Iran very straightforward and incredibly rewarding.
Stephen Deuchar

· I also used LTP and found them to be fantastic, they organised all my visas all the way through to Nepal in one go. If you are thinking of
driving to Iran you will also need a Carnet De Passage, like a visa for your vehicle. This can be just as complex as getting a visa, unless you
email Sue Collins of the RAC on sjcollins@rac.co.uk. Just as a tip, you have to leave a deposit of 3 times the value of the vehicle, so make
sure you say you bought your vehicle very cheaply! My five-litre luxury Merc was 150 pounds I think. Do have a look at my diary if you wish -
http://www.mocromedia.com/lk/lkdiary.htm - where you can see some fantastic pictures of the terrain you drive though in Iran.

Good luck to you all, Myles O'Connor

· Visas are no longer required for stays up to 5 days. Enter Vietnam and find a Visa Agent (in Ho Chi Minh, I suggest Vietnam explorer

http://www.vietnamexplorer.com/home.html;

Telephone - Joe PHAN: (home) 84-(0)-8-910-3519 / (mobile) 0903705127;

Email: joe@vietnamexplorer.com)

They will extend your stay by obtaining visa whilst you are in country. The regulations are very fluid, plaese email them to get latest
conditions. If you are intending to visit Cambodia you need a re-entry type visa.

J Houston, VietNam

· The Iranian consulate in London insists you get a visa number via an agency. I used Magic Carpet, but there are a few others (check out the
Iranian embassy website). The agencies charge between £70 and £95 for this service, which when added to the £40 for the visa itself, starts
to be a lot of money, particularly given the very low cost of living in Iran. This is quite clearly an outrageous rip-off, but you have little choice. If
you have more time and less money, you can get a transit visa in Turkey a lot cheaper, and simply extend it once in Iran.

Try the Thorn Tree at Lonely Planet's website for more information. Neil Conduit

· Two friends and I travelled overland from London to Kathmandu by bike last year, after the September 11 attacks. We picked up visas on
the way, because if we'd got them in the UK, the visa would have run out by the time we reached the country. We got our Iranian visa in
Istanbul - no problems, but $60 US and a 10-day wait - everyone we met was successful in getting a visa here, but it does take a long time.
We heard stories of the Ankara and Erzurum consulates being much quicker.

More details of our exepriences with the Iranian and other visas can be found on our website: www.charityride.org Andrew Hay PS Iran was
the best country on the trip.

· I used LTP (Links to Persia). The phone number is 0207 937 2288. The visa cost £170 and the service was friendly and efficient. Anthony
Murray

· When a friend and I travelled overland from Hong Kong to the UK (which included travelling through Iran), we used Travcour Limited to
obtain our visas. Their details: Travcour (UK), Tempo House, 15 Falcon Road, Battersea, London, SW11 2PJ Telephone: 020 7223 5295,
www.travecour.com.

Their service was fairly swift (despite all the horror stories we had heard about having to wait three or four months before the Iranian embassy
would even consider our visa application, we had our visas within a month or so) and comparatively cheap. Also, by letting Travcour obtain
the visas, we were saved a lot of stress and the hassle of going twice (if not more often) in person to the Iranian embassy in London.
Regards, Simon Whitton

Iran is where things start getting interesting - looks like I'll need to go through an agency. They can then get things processed to the point
where I have got one month to go to a consulate to get the visa stamp, which I then have to use within 3 months. Normally around 30 days
entry, but may be less. Can get it extended in country. I'm using Magic Carpet Travel here - am going to arrange it to pick up the visa in
Erzurum, not far from the border. Iranian New Year is making things a bit of a pain, but it looks like things should work out OK

This needs research and planning. Iranian visas can be obtained in Istanbul, Ankara or Erzurum. Pakistan visas from Istanbul. Indian visa in
Tehran. Costs about 55 USD for Iran (30 day tourist visa), 25 USD for Pakistan (3 months, multiple entry) and 50 USD for India (6 months,



We advise you to exercise a high degree of caution in Iran because of the threat of terrorist attack against Western interests. We
continue to receive reports that terrorists are planning attacks against a range of targets in Iran, including places frequented by
foreigners.

1.

Acts of political violence occur throughout Iran, including in the capital, Tehran, including bomb attacks against both foreign
targets and Iranian government establishments.

2.

Political developments in the region may prompt large demonstrations. You should avoid any large gatherings and demonstrations
throughout Iran as they may become violent. You should closely monitor the media and other local information sources for
information about possible new safety or security risks.

3.

We strongly advise you not to travel to the regions bordering Pakistan in Sistan and Baluchistan provinces, the border with
Afghanistan in Khorasan province and the border with Iraq in Khuzestan and Ilam provinces because of the extremely dangerous
security situation.

4.

multiple entry).

You will get a 30 day tourist visa for Iran, but you HAVE to enter Iran at the latest 2 months after issuing date of the visa (some people get 3
months). This means you have to cycle the whole of Turkey from Istanbul and be at the Iranian border in 2 months. This is doable, but there
is not a lot of time for sightseeing. When you enter Iran, you are allowed to stay for 30 days, which is not enough to cycle to the Pakistan
border, but you can extend the 30 day visa easily with another 30 days in any bigger city once you are in Iran. The extension costs about
5,000 Rial (about 1 USD, so very cheap) and is done in 15 minutes. No hassle, pretty straightforward. For Pakistan, you have 6 months time
to show up at the border with your 3 month visa. For India, the 6 months start running from issuing date of the visa.

Politics
Contacts & Local Knowledge
Iran Embassy information (http://www.embassyworld.com/embassy/Iran/Iran.html)

Economy
Currency & Money
Currency: Iranian Rial (ر��ل) (IRR)

Wednesday, May 16, 2007

1 Iranian Rial = 0.00005682 British Pound 1 British Pound (GBP) = 17,600.7 Iranian Rial (IRR)

Median price = 0.00005245 / 0.00005682 (bid/ask) Estimated price based on daily US dollar rates.

Access & Exchange
Safety
http://www.smartraveller.gov.au/zw-cgi/view/Advice/Iran

Costs
Very low cost of living

Accommodation
Food
Tourism

Geography
Caspian Provinces - lush and wet

Climate
Iran has a continental climate, although much of the country has a desert climate with an average annual precipitation below 300 mm (12
inches). Summers are warm to hot with two summer winds, the Shamal from the northwest and "The Wind of 120 Days" from the southeast.
Winters can be extremely cold with cold winds blowing from the northeast. Generally, rainfall occurs from October to May with annual
average precipitation in the coastal areas between 800 and 2,000 mm (31 to 79 inches) while high humidity is also common along the coastal
areas. Average temperature ranges in Tehran are from -3 to 7 degrees Celsius (27 to 45 degrees Fahrenheit) in January to 22 to 37 degrees
Celsius (72 to 99 degrees Fahrenheit) in July.

Seasons
Regional Variations
Topography
Mountains

Places
Towns & Cities
Sites Of Interest
Culture
Laws & Customs
Islamic law is strictly enforced in Iran. You should observe local laws carefully.

You should take care not to offend Islamic codes of behaviour and should dress appropriately when in public. Enforcement of the Islamic
dress code varies. As a general rule men should dress conservatively with long trousers and sleeves. Women should cover their heads
whenever they are in public, at least by wearing a plain-coloured headscarf, and wear loose fitting clothing with their arms and legs covered
and a knee length coat or tunic. There are occasional crackdowns on dress particularly in the summer months and during times of religious
commemoration. If you do not strictly obey these rules you may encounter difficulties or even face arrest.

The import, sale, manufacture and consumption of alcohol in Iran is strictly forbidden on religious grounds, with exceptions only for certain
recognised Iranian religious minorities (not foreigners). Penalties can be severe.

Photography near military and other government installations is strictly prohibited. Many such places are often difficult to identify and great
care should be taken with photography in areas away from tourist locations, including urban areas. If you are arrested you may be detained
and face serious criminal charges, including espionage, which can carry the death penalty. In April 2006 two foreigners were tried for
espionage for photographing military installations in the Southern Port of Qeshm. It is better to ask before taking photographs of people.

Behaviour regarded as inoffensive elsewhere can lead to serious trouble in Iran, particularly with regard to sexual relations, alcohol and
drugs. In general, it is best to err on the side of caution. Relationships between non-Muslim men and Muslim women are illegal, and while few



Tandem to Turkestan (http://www.tandemtoturkestan.com) Cross Caspian-Sea to Asia

Westerners have been prosecuted since the late 1980s, as recently as the late 1990s a Western businessman was detained for two years on
such charges. Unmarried partners and friends of the opposite sex travelling together should be discreet at all times in public. Iranian hotel
managers could insist on seeing a marriage certificate before allowing any couple to share a double hotel room. During the month of
Ramadan, you should observe the Muslim tradition of not eating, drinking or smoking in public from sunrise to sunset each day.

Languages
The official language is Persian or Farsi which is spoken by 54% of the population. Other minority languages include Kurdish, Luri, Baluchi,
Turkmen, Azerbaijani, Armenian, Assyrian and Arabic.

People
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iranian_peoples

"Having been twice before I knew differently. The country is beautiful (especially the mountains), Iranians are some of the friendliest, kindest
people I have ever met and wearing a headscarf is actually quite handy for hiding bad hair days when showers are few and far between. An
acquaintance who had actually cycled there two years previously told me that the only “danger” was of overdosing on tea. He was right. In
fact it wasn’t only tea. Hardly a car passed without stopping to give us something to eat or drink. Some had even seen us, driven to the
nearest shop and returned with ice cream, ice for our water, biscuits etc. Nothing was expected in return, people simply wanted to help
travellers and make sure that they had a good experience in their country. This was made clear during the first five minutes of the trip when a
car pulled up alongside my brother, and without stopping the driver passed a 10,000 rial note (5 USD) through the window saying “hediye”
(gift). " [1] (http://www.worldsurface.com/browse/entry.asp?entryid=3065)

Story of hospitality in Iran (http://www.bicycle-adventures.com/hospitality-in-Iran.html)

History
MODERN HISTORY - WWII TO 1993: In 1950 Ali Razmara became Prime Minister and was assassinated less than nine months later.
Mohammed Mossadeq succeeded him as Prime Minister and in 1951 the Majlis nationalized the oil industry which resulted in Britain
boycotting the purchase of Iranian oil. Following which a power struggle developed between Mossadeq and the Shah. With US and British
backing, the Shah replaced Mossadeq in 1953 with Gen. Fazlollah Zahedi. In 1963 the Shah launched the "White Revolution" which was a
program of land reform as well as social and economic modernization. In 1965 Amir Abbas Hoveyda was elected Prime Minister. During the
late 1960's the Shah became dependent on the Secret Police (SAVAK) for control over the opposition parties after there was an Islamic
uprising against the policies of the White Revolution. Throughout 1978 riots, strikes and mass demonstrations resulted in the deaths of a
number of people. In 1979 revolutionaries took control of Iran's government and the Shah was forced into exile. In Feb. 1979 Ayatollah
Khomeini, an Islamic fundamentalist, returned from exile and took power, launching an "Islamic Revolution". In Nov. 1979 Islamic militants
stormed the US embassy taking the staff hostage. In Jan. 1980 Abolhassan Bani Sadr was elected as the first President of the new Islamic
Republic and his government embarked on a nationalization program. On Sept. 22, 1980 Iraq invaded Iran over the Shatt al Arab waterway,
although the war soon escalated into larger territorial rights. In June 1981 Khomeini dismissed Bani Sadr. During the war Iran rejected all
peace initiatives and demanded that the first condition for a truce was the removal of Saddam Hussein from power. In 1985 after the US and
Soviet Union had cut off arms supplies, the US government attempted to win the release of kidnapped hostages by offering secret arms
deals, which was later known as the Iran-Contra affair. In 1988 after waves of Iraqi military victories, Iran accepted a ceasefire negotiated by
the UN a year before. In Nov. 1989 the US released $US567 million dollars of frozen Iranian assets while during 1990 a number of hostages
were also released. In June 1990 a major earthquake struck Iran killing around 40,000 people. After Iraq's invasion of Kuwait in Aug. 1990,
Iraq quickly settled all outstanding hostilities with Iran and sent some 140 jet fighters to Iran for safe keeping, although the Iranians quickly
impounded them. After the death of the Ayatollah Khomeini in June 1989 and the end of the 8 year Iran-Iraq war, Iraq was seen
internationally as the regional villain instead of Iran and in early 1991 with the US-led armed intervention in Kuwait hard-line radicals used the
situation to raise anti-US sentiment throughout the country. From July to September 1991 economic hardship and food shortages led to a
series of arson attacks and violent riots across the country. On Sept. 20, 1991 eight members of the Freedom Movement were sentenced to
prison for authoring and allowing to be published a letter to the President calling for human rights in Iran. In the second half of 1991 an effort
was made to end Iranian involvement in Lebanon's civil war through the negotiated release of many Western hostages that included John
McCarthy, Edward Tracy, Jack Mann, Jesse Turner, Terry Waite, Thomas Sutherland, Joseph Cicippio, Alann Steen and Terry Anderson. On
April 5, 1992 Iran launched air attacks on opposition Mujahedin-e Khalq bases in Iraq resulting in the loss of one Iranian jet. In April 1992
general elections for the National Assembly (Majlis) resulted in a number of hard-line groups losing their seats. In May 1992 riots erupted in
urban areas such as Meshed, Shiraz, Tabriz and Arak resulting in the direct deaths of several people while eight others were later executed
for their involvement. During 1991 and 1992 the government has also focused on the reconstruction of its war devastated economy with a
number of multilateral trade groupings and bilateral trade agreements being initiated with the former USSR Caucasian republics and Central
Asian republics. In April 1993 Secretary of State, Warren Christopher accused Iran of being an "outlaw" nation that further distanced US-Iran
relations while claims that Iran was supporting the Islamic government in The Sudan as well as Islamic revivalists groups in Egypt, Algeria,
Lebanon and the West Bank added further strains on their relations. On May 25, 1993 Iran launched further air attacks on opposition bases
in Iraq. On June 11, 1993 Presidential elections resulted in Rafsanjani being re-elected for another term with 63% of the vote. In Oct. 1993
the Iranian deputy foreign minister visited Iraq to discuss prisoner exchanges while the conflict between Iran and the United Arab Emirates
subsided over territorial claims of a number of islands annexed by Iran in 1971. [2] (http://www.atlapedia.com/online/countries/iran.htm)

Events
National Holidays & Celebrations
Festivals
Festival of Sadeh (http://www.iranchamber.com/culture/articles/festival_of_sadeh.php)

Festival of Yalda (http://www.iranchamber.com/culture/articles/festival_of_yalda.php)

Festival of Yalda 2 (http://guides.hotelbook.com/sisp/index.htm?fx=event&event_id=39324)

2 camels festivals in Iran (http://www.2camels.com/festivals/iran.php)

Travelling
General Considerations
On-Road
Off-Road
Established & Recommended Routes
On-Road

Off-Road
Health & Safety
Hygiene



Vaccinations
Health Facilities
Crime
You should take care to guard against robbery. In Tehran, there have been a number of robberies by young men in unmarked cars. You
should only use pre-booked taxis and not hail one from the street. There have also been a number of attempted robberies by bogus
policemen. If you are approached by anyone who claims to be a policeman, you should insist on seeing their officer’s identity card and you
should not surrender any documents or cash. If the policeman has a vehicle with him and you are not sure he is genuine, do not get in.
Young men on motorcycles have also snatched bags. You are advised not to carry large amounts of hard currency with you.

Food
Local Cuisine
If you are fortunate enough to be invited to an Iranian home for dinner, you are in for a real treat. Iranians are extremely hospitable and you
are bound to enjoy a meal that will be quite different from the usual kebab and chelou you find in most restaurants. Over a pre-dinner drink of
fresh juice you will be offered an array of seasonal fruit and nuts. The meal itself will almost certainly include some sort of delicious stew
(khoresh) or maybe a meatball dish (kufteh mo'allah is a very special dish of one big meatball stuffed with dried fruit, nuts and chopped egg).
There's always rice of course - but here at home for a guest it may be a pollou - sabzi pollou perhaps, full of fresh green herbs and
vegetables or maybe sour cherry pollou served with tiny meatballs - or tai chin - a layed rice and chicken dish served on special occasions.
Crisp pickles, creamy yoghurt, salads, fresh baked bread will all be on the table. No wine of course, but lovely fruit juice or a refreshing
yoghurt drink wil be served. The meal will be eaten with a fork and spoon. As if all that isn't enough, there will be an array of sweetmeats and
pastries to finish with - a feast indeed. Do take your hostess a small gift - flowers are ideal - but don't be surprised if she simply accepts the
gift and puts it to one side. You can be sure she appreciates the gesture but it is not the custom to open gifts immediately. Do accept the offer
to wash your hands before the meal, and when you go to the bathroom, put on the slippers by the bathroom door that are there for use only
in that room.[3] (http://www.virtualtourist.com/travel/Middle_East/Iran/Local_Customs-Iran-BR-1.html)

Self-Catering
Hunting & Gathering Opportunities
Figs and dates.

Working
Red Tape
Seasonal Possibilities
Other Opportunities
Enterprise
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